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INTRODUCTION
Lowell Randel currently serves as Vice President of Government and Legal Affairs for the Global
Cold Chain Alliance (GCCA). He is responsible for advancing the industry’s interests with the U.S.
Congress and Administration and helps association members deal with regulatory compliance.
Lowell has over 24 years of experience working on food and agriculture issues in Washington, DC
ranging from private sector representation to government service. Prior to joining GCCA, Lowell
served as the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Congressional Relations at the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA). While in this role, Lowell worked closely with the Secretary of
Agriculture and across all USDA agencies to coordinate legislative policy and functioned as a
primary contact between the Department and Congress. Lowell holds a bachelor’s degree in
agricultural economics and master’s degree in agricultural development, both from Texas A&M
University. He also holds a Juris Doctorate from George Mason University School of Law.

WHY DO I CARE?
One of the positive byproducts of crises is that they provide unique opportunities to learn about the
structural dynamics and forces that govern a system under duress. This is because every system
or organization is unique. Every organism, market, economy, polity, and society is governed by an
exceptional configuration of forces that often remains hidden. Crises, by their nature and by virtue
of the stresses they put on systems, reveal their innerworkings, bottlenecks, and centers of power
in ways that even the most adept operators of these systems could otherwise seldom hope to
understand. The ongoing disruptions in food supply chains—in particular those that require an
uninterrupted series of refrigerated production, storage and distribution activities—are no
exception. My interest today is in using this latest crisis caused by a combination of mass viral
infections to workforces (workers at processing facilities & produce farms), government mandated
shutdowns of business (including sources of demand such as schools and restaurants), and
consumer-driven hoarding behavior to understand the vulnerabilities of our food supply networks
with an eye on how we might be able to improve them going forward.

COLD CHAIN
The term cold chain or cool chain denotes the series of actions and
equipment applied to maintain a product within a specified lowtemperature range from harvest/production to consumption. A cold
chain is a temperature-controlled supply chain. An unbroken cold
chain is an uninterrupted series of refrigerated production, storage and
distribution activities, along with associated equipment and logistics,
which maintain a desired low-temperature range. It is used to
preserve and to extend and ensure the shelf life of products, such
as fresh agricultural produce, seafood, frozen food, photographic
film, chemicals, and pharmaceutical products. Such products,
during transport and when in transient storage, are sometimes
called cool cargo. Unlike other goods or merchandise, cold chain
goods are perishable and always en route towards end use or
destination, even when held temporarily in cold stores and hence
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commonly referred to as cargo during its entire logistics cycle. Cold chain logistics includes all of
the means used to ensure a constant temperature for a product that is not heat stable, from the
time it is manufactured until the time it is used. Moreover, cold chain is considered as a science, a
technology and a process. It is a science as it requires the understanding of the chemical and
biological processes associated with product perishability. It is a technology as it relies on physical
means to ensure desirable temperature conditions along the supply chain. It is a process as a
series of tasks must be performed to manufacture, store, transport and monitor temperature
sensitive products.
Cold chains are common in the food and pharmaceutical industries and also in some chemical
shipments. One common temperature range for a cold chain in pharmaceutical industries is 2 to 8
°C (36 to 46 °F), but the specific temperature (and time at temperature) tolerances depend on the
actual product being shipped. Unique to fresh produce cargoes, the cold chain requires to
additionally maintain product specific environment parameters which include air quality levels
(carbon dioxide, oxygen, humidity and others), which makes this the most complicated cold chain
to operate. This is important in the supply of vaccines to distant clinics in hot climates served by
poorly developed transport networks. Disruption of a cold chain due to war may produce
consequences similar to the smallpox outbreaks in the Philippines during the Spanish–American
War. There have been numerous events where vaccines have been shipped to third world countries
with little to no cold chain infrastructure (Sub-Sahara Africa) where the vaccines were inactivated
due to excess exposure to heat. Patients that thought they were being immunized, in reality were
put at greater risk due to the inactivated vaccines they received. Thus, great attention is now being
paid to the entire cold chain distribution process to ensure that simple diseases can eventually be
eradicated from society. Traditionally all historical stability data developed for vaccines was based
on the temperature range of 2–8 °C (36–46 °F). With recent development of biological products by
former vaccine developers, biologics has fallen into the same category of storage at 2–8 °C (36–
46 °F) due to the nature of the products and the lack of testing these products at wider storage
conditions. The cold chain distribution process is an extension of the good manufacturing practice
(GMP) environment that all drugs and biological products are required to adhere to, enforced by
the various health regulatory bodies. As such, the distribution process must be validated to ensure
that there is no negative impact to the safety, efficacy or quality of the drug substance. The GMP
environment requires that all processes that might impact the safety, efficacy or quality of the drug
substance must be validated, including storage and distribution of the drug substance. A cold chain
can be managed by a quality management system. It should be analyzed, measured, controlled,
documented, and validated. The overall approach to validation of a distribution process is by
building more and more qualifications on top of each other to get to a validated state. This is done
by executing a component qualification on the packaging components, an operational qualification
to demonstrate that the process performs at the operational extremes and finally a performance
qualification that demonstrates that what happens in the real world is within the limits of what was
demonstrated in the operational qualification limits. Performing thermal testing can also help with
validating the cold chain. Certified test labs use environmental chambers to simulate ambient
profiles that a package may encounter in the distribution cycle. Thermocouple probes and separate
temperature dataloggers measure temperatures within the product load to determine the response
of the package to the test conditions. Replicate testing based on a qualification protocols is used
to create a final qualification report that can be used to defend the configuration when audited by
regulators. It is normally best to have an individual that understands the principles of validation,
when defending such processes to a federal regulatory body of any nation.
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FULL FIELDS, EMPTY FRIDGES
Farmers in the upper Midwest euthanize their baby pigs because the slaughterhouses are backing
up or closing, while dairy owners in the region dump thousands of gallons of milk a day. Farmers
plow their unused produce back into the field, while food banks struggle to feed millions of new
unemployed. In Salinas, Calif., rows of ripe iceberg, romaine and red-leaf lettuce shrivel in the
spring sun, waiting to be plowed back into the earth. Drone footage shows a 1.5-mile-long line of
cars waiting their turn at a drive-through food bank in Miami. In Dallas, schools serve well north of
500,000 meals on each service day, cars rolling slowly past stations of ice chests and insulated
bags as food service employees, volunteers and substitute teachers hand milk and meal packets
through the windows. Across the country, an unprecedented disconnect is emerging between
where food is produced and the food banks and low-income neighborhoods that desperately need
it. American farmers, ranchers, other food producers and poverty advocates have been asking the
federal government to help overcome breakdowns in a food distribution system that have led to
producers dumping food while Americans go hungry. Late last week, the Trump administration
stepped in, announcing a $19 billion program to help the struggling agriculture sector and distribute
food to families in need. The aid package includes the government purchase of $3 billion in dairy,
produce and meat products that will go to food banks and those in need. (About $16 billion is going
to direct payments to farmers and ranchers.) But the effort must overcome the challenges that led
to the disconnect in the first place: Fresh produce and dairy must be transported from farms to food
banks in refrigerated trucks. Refrigerator and freezer storage space must be available on the
receiving end to accommodate a surge of frozen meat. Food that originally was slated for restaurant
supply must be repackaged for home use. And all of this must occur while maintaining social
distancing and without increasing the demand for labor because food banks, while running low on
supplies, are running even lower on volunteers. Food banks and other organizations focused on
food insecurity struggle with transportation even under normal conditions, because it’s costly and
because transportation and storage don’t lend themselves to donations, says Karen Smilowitz, an
industrial engineering professor at Northwestern University. Transport and storage of food requires
specialized equipment and must be regulated for safety. It’s costly, she says, plus the tax
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advantages aren’t as good for donated work. “Now when you consider the additional safety
concerns of covid-19 and reduction in volunteers because of the scale and scope of this crisis, the
challenges are compounded,” Smilowitz said. Over the past six weeks, the networks of food banks
that collect surplus farm commodities and donated food from grocery stores and restaurants and
distribute it to needy Americans have faced unprecedented demand because of record
unemployment and a dramatic increase in households reporting food insecurity. The U.S.
Department of Agriculture’s most recent hunger report, published in September 2019, estimated
that 37 million people were food-insecure in the United States. Feeding America, a nationwide
network of more than 200 food banks, predicts an additional 17.1 million Americans will have
trouble feeding themselves and their families as a result of the pandemic. In normal times, these
big food banks distribute food to smaller community pantries and faith-based soup kitchens and
shelters. Many of these have suspended operation because of a lack of volunteers and the
challenges of maintaining safe social distancing. That leaves the food banks as the primary
distributors to those in need. In a Feeding America study last week, nearly all food banks reported
an increase in demand for assistance compared with last year, with an average increase of 70
percent. An estimated 40 percent of the people served in recent weeks are new to food-bank
support. And the most dramatic increases aren’t in areas with the highest poverty, areas that
already have strong infrastructure for feeding those in need. Nor are they necessarily in areas that
qualify as covid-19 “hot spots” where hunger advocates might anticipate rising need. The pandemic
has closed most restaurants, which are one of Knutson's primary customers. To try to offset the
loss of her restaurant customers, Knutson has pivoted to community supported agriculture (CSA)
sales and farmers markets. She has also turned to farmers markets, but that will cover only a small
amount of her financial losses from the restaurant closures. According to Feeding America, its
partner food banks in Akron, El Paso, Miami, Florida’s Tampa Bay area and Salinas report the
highest increases in demand, while those in Baltimore; South Bend, Ind.; Delmont, Pa.; Riverside,
Calif.; and Elmsford, N.Y., report the highest rates of new people seeking assistance. Still, in many
cases those urban areas are better equipped to handle increased hunger than rural areas because
of population density, infrastructure and the prevalence of emergency food sites, says Alison
Meares Cohen, senior director of programs at WhyHunger, a hunger and poverty nonprofit
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organization. Native American communities, which have experienced steep infection rates, are also
seeing increased need. The difficulties of getting food to people who are food-insecure is a direct
function of broader supply-chain problems, Cohen says. “Over the last 30 to 40 years, the distance
from field to plate has grown, putting extreme reliance on a national and global food-supply chain,”
she said. “As these food-supply chains shut down or become stressed, the food prices will rise,
leading to increased food-insecurity rates. There is going to continue to be an astronomical
increase of those who need to access emergency food.” The distribution breakdowns have affected
most sectors of American agriculture: dairy, produce, beef and pork. After an initial spike in demand
in early March as retail shoppers panic-purchased milk at the grocery store, dairy farmers saw a
precipitous drop in demand. With schools and restaurants closed, the dairy industry lost its major
customers: Half of the nation’s cheese and 60 percent of butter goes to restaurants, and 7 percent
of fluid milk is used in the school nutrition program. Milk prices dropped 20 percent, to their lowest
point in a dozen years. “Imagine you are running a plant and that you were supplying milk for
Starbucks or cheese for all the burger joints,” said Jaime Castaneda, senior vice president of policy
strategy for the National Milk Producers Federation. “Imagine that was your job, the business you
created. You’re sitting there and all of a sudden you hear that all your orders have been canceled.”
Many of the processing plants have closed. Others have asked farmers to reduce production by 20
percent or to dump it down the drain so milk prices don’t tank. The shutdown of restaurants also
hurt American fruit and vegetable growers. Most years, Florida farmers who produce tomatoes,
squash, peppers, cucumbers, blueberries and strawberries can count on selling their product to
restaurants around the country. Grocery stores typically turn to produce from Mexico because it is
cheaper, leaving growers in Florida and California to focus on building relationships with
restaurants. But those restaurants are mostly closed now or struggling along at a fraction of their
usual sales volume with takeout orders. “Without those buyers, and with many farmers markets
closed, there are no takers,” says Caleb Burgin, who owns Burgin Farms in Wauchula, Fla., a
middleman seller for growers from Florida to Michigan. “Farmers are burning and disking millions
of pounds of their ripe fruits and vegetables back into the soil.” For beef and pork, the supply-chain
bottlenecks occurred because of widely reported covid-19 outbreaks that have shut down many
meat-processing plants. And with their food-service customers shut down temporarily, pork
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producers have been unable to pivot
easily to exports because U.S. ports
have slowed or shut down, and shipping
containers are marooned in China, which
has endured its own pandemic
shutdown, according to Dallas Hockman,
vice president of industry relations for the
National Pork Producers Council.
“There’s a real huge shortage of freezer
space in the U.S.," Hockman said. “And
we’re having a huge backup in getting
access to containers because Americans
aren’t buying anything here so containers aren’t going back and forth between here and China.”
Some agriculture sectors — think eggs — saw a temporary boost in prices as homebound
consumers engaged in stress baking. But that demand has fallen away, according to Jesse
Laflamme, chief executive of Pete and Gerry’s Organics in Monroe, N.H. “There is a lot of extra
volume on the market right now, and increased retail demand won’t necessarily consume it all.”
Under the Trump administration plan announced last week, the federal government will purchase
$300 million per month in fresh fruits and vegetables, dairy products and meat. The USDA will pay
distributors directly to pick up available food from farmers and ranchers and food that was slated
for food service and truck it to food bank hubs. “This program will not only provide immediate relief
for our farmers and ranchers, but it will also allow for the purchase and distribution of our agricultural
abundance to help our fellow Americans in need,” Agriculture Secretary Sonny Perdue told
reporters in a call Friday night. (The $19 billion program does not extend to egg farmers, nor does
it benefit American fisheries and aquaculture businesses. The majority of seafood is sold in food
service, so restaurant closures have meant sales revenue has evaporated.) Vegetables, meat and
dairy will be broken down into “household-size” quantities and repackaged in boxes that can be
tucked into the trunks of cars for contactless delivery. “The federal government has been able to
do a lot of things that no one thought they could do unilaterally,” said Heidi Heitkamp, a former U.S.
senator from North Dakota and member of the chamber’s Agriculture Committee. “Agriculture has
always been pretty resilient, but if we don’t fix this supply-chain problem, we will have farmers going
out of business.” But there are hurdles and logjams yet to be tackled, and some food industry
experts wonder whether the federal
government is up to the challenge. It’s still
unclear how food will be transported to
where it is needed, and who will pay for the
rented refrigerator and freezer trucks
necessary to increase storage capacity onsite at food banks. Those details have yet
to be worked out. “Food service trucks
distribute that cold product to the
restaurants,” Castaneda of the National
Milk Producers Federation explained.
“Could we use those trucks to take it to the
food banks and then have them stay there
so food banks have extra on-site coldstorage facilities? Who is going to help pay
for that? The federal government is going
to have to do things it’s never done before.”
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THREE OF THE NATIONS’ LARGEST MEAT PROCESSORS CLOSE DUE TO COVID-19
Three of the nation’s largest meat processors failed to provide protective gear to all workers, and
some employees say they were told to continue working in crowded plants even while sick as the
coronavirus spread around the country and turned the facilities into infection hot spots, a
Washington Post investigation has found. The actions by three major meat producers — Tyson
Foods, JBS USA and Smithfield Foods — continued even after federal guidelines on social
distancing and personal protective equipment were published March 9, according to 25 interviews
with employees, elected officials, regional health officials, union leaders and federal safety
inspectors as well as dozens of documents, including worker complaints filed with local and federal
officials. Because of outbreaks of the novel coronavirus, over the past several weeks Tyson, JBS
and Smithfield have closed 15 plants, devastating rural communities and threatening the nation’s
supply of beef and pork. Industry analysts say production is already down by at least 25 percent.
Coronavirus outbreaks in more than 30 plants run by these companies and others have sickened
at least 3,300 workers and killed at least 17, according to a review of news reports, county health
reports and interviews with health officials and worker advocates. According to workers, corporate
policies contributed to the spread. At a JBS beef processing plant in Colorado, employees claimed
that managers encouraged them to report for shifts even when they appeared sick, according to
workers and a letter from county health officials to the company reviewed by The Post. At a Tyson
pork plant in Iowa, local officials and workers said that some employees were using bandannas
and sleep eyewear as facial coverings, while others wore no facial coverings at all. And at a
Smithfield distribution center in Indiana, three workers said supervisors told them — despite the
science — that they were lucky to labor in frigid temperatures where the virus could not survive.
Workers at all the facilities said that personal protective equipment was not promptly distributed.
JBS confirmed that it did not receive masks for its employees until April 2 and did not mandate their
use until April 13. Tyson said it wasn’t until April 15 that it started requiring that all its workers wear
masks. Smithfield said masks are universally available to its workers, in compliance with guidance
issued by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, but the company would not say exactly
when they became available. Smithfield workers said it wasn’t until the past week or two. On
Saturday, county health officials said they ordered Smithfield to close its plant in St. Charles, Illinois,
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until it can address issues related to employee safety and protective equipment. “If you’re not in a
casket, they want you there,” said Sonja Johnson, a former Smithfield worker at a packaging and
distribution facility. “All they were worried about was making sure we were coming to work.” JBS,
Smithfield and Tyson all strongly defended their efforts to protect their employees from the
coronavirus. Smithfield and Tyson said they started taking preventive action in February, including
educating workers about covid-19, the illness caused by the novel coronavirus. JBS said it took
action in mid-March. All three companies said they have stepped up sanitation, have taken steps
to ensure social distancing and are checking temperatures as workers report for their shifts. All say
they are now requiring quarantines for employees who have tested positive for the coronavirus and
for those in close contact with them. Government officials have repeatedly praised the meat industry
for its essential role in the national food supply during the crisis. Vice President Pence has called
the workers “heroes.” And even as much of U.S. industry pulls back in the face of the pandemic,
meat company officials have argued that they have a special responsibility to continue operations.
“It is impossible to keep our grocery stores stocked if our plants are not running,” Smithfield chief
executive Kenneth Sullivan said in a statement announcing the closure of the company’s Sioux
Falls plant this month. The companies did not receive clear requirements about what they had to
do. The guidance released by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration on March 9 said
employers should offer surgical masks or respirators to workers who could be infected with the
novel coronavirus, especially if they work within six feet of one another, a circumstance that is
common for meat workers. But OSHA also said it would not enforce such regulations so as not to
overly burden companies during the pandemic. “This all could have been prevented. Workers are
paying with their lives and their health because their industry decided not to implement basic safety
precautions and OSHA decided to bury its head in the sand and tell workers ‘You’re on your own,’”
said Debbie Berkowitz, a former senior OSHA official who is an expert on meat processing plants.
OSHA did not respond to a request for comment, but a spokesman for the Department of Labor,
which oversees OSHA, said guidance specifically aimed at protecting workers in the meat
processing and packing industries will be released in the coming days. Modern meat processing is
a model of efficiency. In plants operated by large companies including JBS, Tyson and Smithfield,
as many as 1,000 workers report for each of two or three shifts that begin in the early morning
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hours and sometimes extend through the night. Workers who process the meat — carving it into
chicken wings, tri-tip steaks and pork chops — stand two to four feet apart. Because of the
mechanical noise of industrial processing lines, workers must place their mouths within inches of
supervisors’ ears when they ask for bathroom breaks, because they have to be replaced
immediately so that work continues uninterrupted. The JBS beef processing plant in Greeley, Colo.,
slaughters 5,400 head of cattle a day. Sergio Rodriguez had worked there for 40 years when, he
said, he began feeling ill on March 20. As he performed his duties that Friday — handing out
smocks and gloves to hundreds of co-workers — he said his head throbbed and his muscles ached.
The 58-year-old says he pushed through to his lunch break that day, then asked a supervisor if he
could go home because he was sick. He was needed, he said he was told, so he stuck it out. That
night, he went to urgent care and was told to isolate himself at home, according to a patient
summary from UCHealth Urgent Care. His temperature was 104, and within days, he was
hospitalized. Ultimately, he was put on a ventilator, and his family held daily vigils outside his
hospital window, praying for his recovery. He left the hospital on April 18. “No one from JBS has
called to check on him,” said his daughter Crystal Rodriguez, 33, who also works at the plant, which
employs more than 3,200. “He kept working even though he was sick, because that’s what you do
at JBS if you want to keep your job.” JBS spokeswoman Nikki Richardson said a company official
did call “Mr. Rodriguez but due to his illness, we were not able [to] connect directly.” As some states
began to reopen in late April, New York doctors who saw a decline in coronavirus patients said
lifting social distancing could reverse progress. . . . In an April 4 letter to JBS that was reviewed by
The Post, Weld County health officials chastised the company for having a “work while sick” culture
and said the county’s analysis showed that 64 percent of workers who were covid-19 positive had
“worked while symptomatic and therefore were contagious to others.” “The rapid nature of the
spread of disease among JBS employees is very concerning, and the exponential spread of this
disease across an employee population of several thousand would be devastating for both the
employees and your company, and would quickly overwhelm the medical resources available in
the hospitals and other health care providers in Greeley and surrounding communities,” county
officials told JBS in an April 10 order to close the plant, which they gave the company five days to
implement. . . . JBS is the world’s largest meatpacking company, with its U.S. operations including
60 beef, pork and poultry plants across the nation. Employees at Greeley, echoing the concerns of
workers at other plants, have raised a host of additional issues with how the company
communicated with employees about the viral outbreak. On March 18, the company posted a notice
on its Facebook page — the place it usually communicated with workers — that union president
Cordova said many employees interpreted as an appeal from the federal government for them to
report to work. The company message said: “The U.S. Government has identified the food supply
as a critical infrastructure industry and has stated we have a special responsibility to maintain
normal work schedules on behalf of the Nation. We take this responsibility seriously.” . . . To Sheriff
Tony Thompson, chair of the Emergency Management Commission in Black Hawk County, Iowa,
Tyson’s pork plant in the town of Waterloo was a covid-19 hot spot in the making. More than 2,700
people work at the plant, which processes 19,500 hogs a day. When Thompson and other Black
Hawk health officials visited the facility on April 10, they were initially satisfied with the company’s
efforts after a meeting with management. But when they toured the facility, he said, they saw
workers using bandannas and sleep masks, or some were wearing no masks at all. They also saw
little evidence of social distancing. “They acknowledged they had at least three employees with
covid-positive tests, and then we saw this minimal amount of [personal protective equipment] and
no real direct guidance from corporate and plant management on how to utilize it,” Thompson said.
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MEAT SHORTAGES: FOOD SUPPLY CHAINS
ARE AT THEIR BREAKING POINTS
The coronavirus pandemic is pushing the
food supply chain to its limits. Plant
shutdowns are leaving Americans
dangerously close to seeing meat
shortages at grocery stores. Meanwhile,
farmers are facing the likely culling of
millions of animals and mass burial
graves could soon be dug across the
heartland. "The food supply chain is
breaking," said John Tyson, chairman of
Tyson Foods Inc., the biggest U.S. meat
company. Outbreaks are forcing the
closure of some of the country's biggest
slaughterhouses,
where
tens
of
thousands of animals are processed
daily. As the plants shutter, producers are
left with nowhere to sell their livestock. It's
forcing farmers to make gut-wrenching
decisions to dispose of their animals. The
situation is so severe that the U.S.
government is setting up a center partly to
assist on "depopulation and disposal
methods." "Millions of pounds of meat will
disappear" as plants close, Tyson said in
a blog post on the company's website. "In
addition to meat shortages, this is a
serious food waste issue. Farmers across
the nation simply will not have anywhere
to sell their livestock to be processed,
when they could have fed the nation.
Millions of animals – chickens, pigs and
cattle – will be depopulated." His
comments echoed warnings from
Smithfield Foods Inc., the world's No. 1
pork producer, and JBS SA, the biggest
global meat company, that consumers are
likely to see meat shortfalls. Almost a third
of U.S. pork capacity is down, and JBS
said Sunday it will shutter another beef
production facility in Wisconsin. Brazil, the
world's No. 1 shipper of chicken and beef,
saw its first major closure with the halt of
a poultry plant, and key operations are
also down in Canada, the latest being a
British Columbia poultry plant. While
hundreds of plants in the Americas are
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still running, the staggering acceleration of supply disruptions is alarming. Taken together, the U.S.,
Brazil and Canada account for about 65% of world meat trade. "It's absolutely unprecedented,"
said Brett Stuart, president of Denver-based consulting firm Global AgriTrends. "It's a lose-lose
situation where we have producers at the risk of losing everything and consumers at the risk of
paying higher prices. Restaurants in a week could be out of fresh ground beef." Meat prices are
surging on the supply disruptions. U.S. wholesale beef has surged to a record, and wholesale pork
soared almost 30% last week. Jersey Mike's Franchise Systems Inc., which has 1,750 stores
across the U.S., is working with its ham supplier Clemens Food Group to ensure its supply of pork,
something they sell quite a bit of in their sub sandwiches. "We're backing it up already because of
the coming -- we feel -- the coming shortages," said Peter Cancro, chief executive officer. To be
sure, some plants have restarted after testing workers and improving conditions, and most Brazilian
facilities are still operating. Another point to consider: There haven't yet been big shutdowns in
Europe. The European Union accounts for about a fifth of global meat exports, U.S. government
data show. It should be noted that the output from a plant where infection pops up doesn't pose
health concerns because by all accounts Covid-19 isn't a food-borne illness. Products from a farm
or a production plant with a confirmed case can still be sent out for distribution. But a production
halt means that there's no new supplies. And these shutdowns are happening at a time when global
meat supplies were already tight. China, the world's top hog producer, has been battling an
outbreak of African swine fever, which destroyed millions of the country's pigs. Plus the virus is
hitting production after some meat companies had already taken steps to slow output because of
the closure of restaurants around the world. Inventories can provide some cushion, though they
may not last long. Total American meat supplies in cold-storage facilities are equal to roughly two
weeks of production. With most plant shutdowns lasting about 14 days for safety reasons, that
further underscores the potential for deficits. Meanwhile, plants are also facing a labor crunch as
employees fall ill. It's been reported that a large chicken-processing company was forced to kill 2
million of its birds earlier this month because of worker shortages. Some North American hog
producers are also disposing of their animals. A farmer in eastern Canada eastern culled fully
grown animals that were ready for the slaughterhouse while a Manitoba producer is looking to
euthanize 3,000 piglets this week, said Rick Bergmann, chair of the Canadian Pork Council.
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QUESTIONS
*** In the United States we consume 600,020 head of cattle per week, 2.4 million hogs per week,
4.7 million turkeys per week, 173 million chickens per week. This amounts to 100 billion pounds of
meat and poultry that go through 800 federally inspected plants each year.
Background — Q: Can you tell us a bit about your background? Q: How did you get your start in
this business? You have a bachelors’ degree in agricultural economics, a masters in agricultural
development, and a law degree. Q: What are agricultural economics & development and how has
a law degree helped you in your current line of work? Q: How much of your job involves interindustry
relations and how much involves interfacing with government agencies?
Global Cold Chain Alliance (GCCA) — Q: What is the cold chain? Q: What is the Global Cold
Chain Alliance? Q: What goes into managing an uninterrupted chain of refrigerated production,
storage and distribution (science, technology, and process?
Evolution of Food Industry — Q: How have farming practices and food production methods and
techniques changed over the years? Q: How much of this has been driven by changes in consumer
practices (demand) and how much is the result of what has become possible due to innovations in
science and technology? Q: How is all of this reflected in the ways in which food gets from the farm
to the table? Q: How has the consolidation of the food industry increased efficiency at the expense
of resiliency and is this part of the story we are seeing play out here?
Supply Chain Disruptions — Q: What types of disruptions have we been seeing in food supply
chains and networks? Q: How serious are the disruptions? Q: What percentage of the disruptions
are being experienced by consumers today and what percentage have lagging impacts (like
disruptions to planting season, for example)? Q: Is it fair to say that most of the disruptions we are
seeing on the supply side are happening at the processing stage? Q: What is the greatest risk
going forward and what points along the chain are most vulnerable to further or even new
interruptions? Q: How many more animals are going to be euthanized before this is over? Q: How
does this impact prices for consumers?
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Demand Disruptions Feedback — This pandemic has caused significant shifts in consumer
demand. We have seen a big shift away from food service/restaurants to retail/grocery. Companies
are working to adapt by redirecting product originally destined for food service to retail, which has
created challenges for produce farmers looking to find outlets for their products. Q: How have the
demand disruptions to the food service industry impacted the supply side of the equation?
Production “Function” — Q: How do most producers manage production? Q: What percentage
of agricultural output goes towards fulfilling recurring orders made by regular customers with whom
farms have long-standing relationships like restaurants? Q: How does the product-type and flow of
orders to groceries and supermarkets differ from what is sent to restaurants and school cafeterias?
Q: How difficult is it to transition from servicing the later to supply food to the former? Q: What sort
of solutions (private & government) are being implemented to help alleviate this disconnect?
Surge in Grocery Demand — Contrary to what some have thought, the empty shelves seen at
supermarkets the last two months were not an indicator of food shortage, just a short-term
disruption in the supply chain as the system had to catch up with the surge in demand. Q: How has
the food supply chain responded to the surge in grocery demand early in the pandemic?
Food Industry Finances — Q: What are the finances of the different companies that are important
along the supply chain and could this cause some of them to go out of business?
From Spirits to Sanitizers — The need for hand sanitizer and cleaning supplies are critical for
continued operations all along the supply chain. This has led distilleries to pivot from producing
alcoholic beverages to hand sanitizer. The GCCA is partnering with the Distilled Spirits Council of
the United States (DISCUS) to help connect food facilities with local distilleries. Q: How are
distilleries working to pick up the slack in creating hand sanitizer and how long before this begins
to have an effect on supply coming out of food facilities?
Food Industry Post-COVID — Q: What does the “new normal” look like in food industry after
pandemic? Q: What changes will stay longer term? (More questions than answers but a good topic
near the end to try and look forward past the pandemic).
Local Sourcing — Q: As a result of this crisis can we expect to see more local sourcing of food?
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